Kodak Ektographic III –Slide Projector

Operating Instructions:

Basic Operations:
- Unwind the power cord and insert the plug into a power supply.
- Remove the remote control from the case and plug into the rear of the projector.
- To insert the lens, push the focus knob up and position the lens gear teeth on the lens barrel with the notch on the projector.
- Slide the power switch up to lamp for maximum brightness.

Loading the slide tray:
1. Remove the lock ring by turning it counterclockwise and lifting it off.
2. Check each slide’s orientation (horizontal or vertical), and arrange them in the order you wish to show them.
3. Turn the slides upside down.
4. Number each mount in the upper right-hand corner of the film’s shiny side.
5. Insert your first slide into the first slot in the tray so that the number is visible on the outer circumference of the tray. Insert your second slide in the second slot with the dull side facing your first slide, and so on.
6. Replace the lock ring by turning it clockwise until it is secure.

Tray:
1. Place the loaded slide tray on the projector.
2. Align the tray index bar with the gate index. (Align the zero with arrow.)

Removing the slide tray:
1. Press the select bar all the way down
2. Align the tray index bar with the gate index. (Align the zero with the arrow.)
3. Lift off the tray.

Projecting your slides:
1. Press the forward button on the projector or the remote control to project the first slide.
2. To change slides, briefly press the forward or reverse buttons.

Focus:
1. Focus your first slide using the focus knob on the projector or the focus button on the remote control.
2. With auto focus on, the projector automatically focuses each slide, after you focus your first slide manually.

For Random projection:
1. Press and hold down the select bar, rotate the tray to the desired slide, and release the select bar.
Screen Image:
1. Use the elevating foot to horizontally center the projected image on the screen.
2. To release the foot, press the release button, while lifting the front of the projector to the desired height.
3. Use the elevating wheel, found above the elevating foot, to make fine adjustments.
4. If image is not level, a leveling foot is found at the rear of the projector.

Timer:
1. To time your slides, use the timer switch for slide changes from 3 to 22 seconds.
2. To the left is 3 seconds, to the right is 22 seconds.
3. To interrupt the timer, press either the forward or reverse button.
4. For manual operation, slide the timer switch to Off.

Reading Light:
1. To read a script in a darkened room, you can use the reading light.
2. To use it, simply lift the reading-light cover. The light will go on automatically.
3. It is found at the back of the projector.

Projecting Single Slides:
1. Slide the power switch to a half-or full-lamp position.
2. Remove the tray and insert a slide upside down into the projector gate.
3. Push the slide all the way down.
4. After viewing the slide, press forward, reverse, or the select bar to eject the slide.

Troubleshooting (If you can not get the problem solved please note the problem and contact Classroom Services)

General Problems:

1. Projector does not come on. Correction:
   a. Plug power cord into suitable electrical outlet. Set power switch to lamp.
2. No illumination on screen with slide in projector gate. Correction:
   a. Set switch to lamp.
   b. Install a new lamp or call classroom services to install.
3. Slide not in proper focus on screen. Correction:
   a. Examine slide for proper focus.
   b. Focus center of first slide manually.
   c. Focus manually.
   d. Make sure the lens is properly installed.
4. Autofocus motor runs continuously. Correction:
   a. Turn off the autofocus or use slides with mounts other than glass.
5. Slide fails to drop into projection position. Correction:
   a. Rotate the tray base plate until it locks into position.
   b. Reposition tray on projector.
   c. Straighten mount or remount slide.
   d. Set projector on a stand equal with the center of the screen.
6. Uneven illumination on screen. Correction:
a. Check lamp.
b. Check condenser lens.
c. Check slide position and slide-mount condition.
7. Projector won’t cycle to next slide. Correction
   a. Reposition tray.
8. Program does not start with the correct slide. Correction:
   a. Reposition tray.